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Over the next 20 years, $4 trillion
of family and private business wealth 
will transfer ownership 

This once-in-a-generation event, driven by retiring baby boomers, 
affects ~18,000 mid-sized private businesses in Australia. 
Many of them will seek new owners.
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Five V partners with the best 
of these businesses
We combine their unique expertise with Five V’s broad 
commercial experience to create significant value. 

Over the last 7 years have partnered with 
17 incredible businesses.
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Delivering outstanding results for 
investors in Five V funds
Market-leading returns over 7 years:
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4.4x money on realized 
investments

39% IRR (net)$800m returned to 
investors



Horizons Fund
5

Five V has created a new fund to allow
more investors to participate in these investments:



Market-leading manager

Team has > 100 years 
of PE experience

Horizons provides easy access to 
private equity investments

Significantly reduced minimum investment

$100,000

Simple investment & fee structure

Invests directly in assets, 
not a fund of funds.

Quarterly liquidity

Quarterly applications
and redemptions*
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Five V is a leading Australian 
private equity firm…

$1.5b assets
under management

Founded in 2016 and remains  
majority owned by founders

Team of 25
Horizons is our 7th

investment fund

Active investors who 
help companies realise

their potential

Invest in
growth rather than 

stripping costs

We care about our 
communities and seek 

to do good

Partnership with Pinnacle 
provides best-in-class 

investor support
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…that is differentiated by the alignment 
of our team with our investors…

11c of every $1 in Five V funds has 
come from our staff. That's 2.3x 
the industry standard.
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…and our Australian and 
New Zealand exposure

Horizons provides exposure to the best 
Australian and New Zealand private 
equity investments.
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Horizons makes 
investing in mid-market 
private equity accessible 
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Profitable, strongly performing businesses 
that are generating cash flow, and that Five V 
is working with to enhance value.

An investment in Horizons provides 
immediate exposure to private 
mid-market businesses…



Largest independent tech 
consulting firm delivering 
cloud and tech solutions to a 
range of Australia’s largest 
businesses.

Leading designer of premium 
outdoor adventure and 
camping equipment 
distributed in over 70 
countries globally. 

Supplier of branded networking 
equipment to data centers and 
other commercial customers. 

Australia’s largest provider 
of parking software and 
services to councils and 
infrastructure owners 
looking to enhance yields. 

Leading provider of branded 
sustainable foodservices 
packaging.

Supporting an outstanding 
management team to build the 
largest independent technology 
consulting firm in Australia. 

Partnering with management to 
improve operations and 
leverage the incredible brand 
and products. 

Investing behind strong 
management team to accelerate 
growth organically and 
through M&A.

Strong structural tailwinds 
underpinned by long term 
local government and 
infrastructure contracts that 
are resilient to 
economic cycles. 

First-mover with ESG 
tailwinds as plastic bans 
accelerate and consumers 
expect more 
from businesses.
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…starting with 5 exceptional businesses

The portfolio will grow to 12 – 16 investments as additional attractive opportunities are identified

Thesis:



Invests directly in assets
Investors can see exactly what they own and receive quarterly commentary 

on the businesses
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Horizons’ fund structure is designed 
for transparency and ease

Horizons seek to generate 
annual returns of 15% to 20% 

net of fees and charges

Clear fee structure
2% management fee for the fund & 20% performance fee 

with an 8% IRR hurdle for each asset

Quarterly liquidity
Quarterly applications

Quarterly redemptions starting March 2025 to enable fund establishment

Significantly reduced minimum investments
Minimum initial investment of $100,000
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Horizons invests directly in assets…

How Five V invests

Since 2016

Five V existing PE Fund Horizons Fund

Attractive private equity investment Attractive private equity investment

Horizons offers a wider 
group of investors 

exposure to the same 
underlying assets as 
our existing PE funds

Going Forward

Five V existing PE Fund

Directly invests Directly invests Directly invests
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…which means fewer layers of fees

Five V Horizons Investors often pay 
multiple layers of 

“hidden fees” due to 
complicated fund 

structures Third party fund

Assets

Australian feeder fund

Global main fund

Individual invests in Horizons, Horizons invests in assets

Individual invests in a fund which invests in a fund that invests in assets; OR 

Individual invests in a fund, which invests in a fund, which invests in a fund 
which invests in assets 

Assets

Investors in Horizons Investors in competitors

Assets

Fees

Fees

Fees

Fees



Easy application process — Customised online portal

Designed to work on platforms — Enables easy monitoring of investment

No ongoing capital calls — Immediate exposure to underlying investments
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We have made every part of Horizons’ 
administration as easy as possible

Distributed by Pinnacle — Market-leading sales support
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Private equity delivers 
attractive returns



Private equity outperforms 
through all cycles…
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…with less volatility
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Private Equity returns are less volatile over time
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Investors that can, choose to make 
PE a large part of their portfolios.
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The Future Fund has a 17% 
allocation to PE

whereas

individuals have just a 4% allocation 
because traditional fund structures 

preclude them.
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Mid-market private equity 
is particularly compelling
22
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The private mid-market opportunity is huge…
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Horizons Investment 
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...and about to undergo a 
generational change...

Baby boomers are 58-76 years old. As they retire over the next 20 years,  $4 trillion of 
family and private business wealth will transfer ownership

Existing owners seeking to retire

Business offered for sale Business inherited by new owners seeking to grow

Five V’s flexible approach means we can respond to the ownership succession needs of any situation

The Horizons Fund 
allows investors to 
capitalise on this 

opportunity

Five V buys the business
Five V buys at least 30% of the business, 

partnering with management



Mid-market PE is the logical buyer of these 
businesses given they are:
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– too small for large traditional PE managers & corporate buyers
– too large for individual investors & family offices

…that will greatly benefit mid-market PE investors
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Five V is a leading 
mid-market private 
equity firm
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Australian and New Zealand-based

Five V invests in Australia and New Zealand’s 
best mid-market private businesses

Based in AU/NZ, often with significant global 
operations, or potential for them

Mid-market size

Exceptional product + team

Profitable with growth opportunities

Significant minority to control stake

Valued at $50 - $200m

Best-in-class product & management that wants to 
work with Five V

Profitable, with earnings that could grow with more 
capital and Five V’s help

Five V seeks to own 30% to 100%

Our criteria which means and looks like

Great businesses, across all 
industries, but with a focus on 

structural tailwinds and tech-enabled 

Opportunities that need capital 
to get behind them

Founders and managers looking 
for a partner to drive growth



Inhouse origination team

Professional networks

Five V’s outstanding reputation
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Uses a combination of proprietary data feeds and 
proactive outreach to generate off-market leads.

Wide, deep and diverse professional relationships 
built over decades that introduce opportunities.

Our extensive experience, understanding and 
reputation for being fantastic partners means 
vendors are frequently referred to us.

Five V considers many 
potential investments, with 

~2% advancing past our 
stringent screening processes

It is extremely difficult to find attractive private businesses to partner with. 
Five V overcomes the barriers and finds businesses by:

We find these 
exceptional businesses…



Strategy Setting Prioritise opportunities and develop growth plans

M&A Source value-added bolt-on M&A

Scalability Lend our experience in scaling businesses

Capital Financing growth opportunities

…and partner with management to grow earnings and valuation

Once we have grown a 
business to a certain stage, 
we sell it to the new natural 

owner and repeat the 
process with a new 
mid-sized business

Five V helps management with:
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Significant global experience across private equity, venture capital, investment banking, management consulting 
and operating roles. Strong principle of alignment; Five V employees are large investors in our funds

Tim Cooper
Macquarie, 
Booz & Co.

Nick Larkin
Macquarie

Angus Whitehead
Marwyn Capital 

(London), EY
Adamantem, Anchorage,

Bain & Company

Chris Adams Elliott Whelan
Macquarie

Bravin Ragavan
Oaktree Capital, 

Macquarie

Andrew Kilner
Jefferies,

Catapult Partners

Beau Davenport
Pemba CP, S&P 

Global (Sydney, NYC)

Nikita Pandit
PwC

Justin England
Pemba CP, KPMG
(Sydney, Bangkok)

Logan Irvine
Boardroom, AON

Crystal Poulter
Crescent Capital; 
Equity Trustees

Founders Private Equity Team

Finance & Operations

Adrian MacKenzie
CVC Capital Partner 

(London, HK, Sydney)

Srdjan Dangubic
CVC Capital Partners (Sydney, 

HK), Macquarie

Jennifer Vercoe
360 Capital, Stockland

Olivia Guo
Global Infra Partners,

Citi

Isabella Pham
Bloomberg, 

PwC

Matthew Coffey
Houlihan Lokey

Sara Soldo
Wilsons, Plenti, 

Greenstone Partners

Daniella Guimaraes
Next Capital, Deutsche Bank

Murray Schnuriger
Commences April, 

PwC

A growing and diverse team
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Appendix



Investing in Horizons is easy:

3333

Reach out to your Pinnacle
representative or financial advisor

https://apply.automic.com.au/horizons

Horizons is only open to wholesale investors

OR

https://apply.automic.com.au/horizons


Summary of Five V Horizons Fund main terms
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Eligible investors • Wholesale clients (as defined in s761G / s761GA of the Corps Act)

Investment strategy
• Provide capital growth over the medium-long term through a diversified portfolio of high quality growth-focused 

private equity investments across Australia and New Zealand

Fund’s investments
• Direct investments or co-investments at the asset level – securities in an operating company either invested into 

or managed by Five V Capital Pty Ltd and its funds 

Min. Investment timeframe • 5+ years

Targeted net return • 15 – 20% pa

Target size • At least A$100 million 

Min. Initial investment • A$100,000

Management fee • 2.0% p.a. of the Fund’s net assets

Performance fee • 20% subject to 8% IRR hurdle, at asset level

Application / redemptions • Open for application and redemption on a quarterly basis. Quarterly redemptions commence April 2025 to allow stable fund establishment. 

Entry and exit fees • Nil

Buy / sell spread • Nil

Net redemption limits
• Net withdrawals in each calendar quarter limited to 5% of the fund’s net asset value at the end of the preceding quarter. 

Redemptions commence March 2025 to allow stable fund establishment. 

Valuations / unit pricing • Updated quarterly  

Diversification • Fund will not invest >20% of its net asset value in any single investment (assessed at time of investment)

Distributions • Aim to distribute 25% of net gains distributed to enable end investors to match cash flows with any personal tax obligations.



Selected exit case studies
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Track record of generating returns for investors by assisting businesses with all 
stages of their growth journey and preparing them scale-up for the future

Company overview How Five V added value Exit MoM IRR

Private Equity

Global education SaaS providing K – 12 
digital teaching and learning toolkits 
for schools

• Invested in recruitment to accelerate domestic and international growth, 
build finance team and corporatize

• Leveraged Five V investor network to identify new revenue adjacencies and 
open new customer dialogues

• Installed management equity incentive plan to ensure alignment 
Sold to Private Equity

Realised:
10.0x

Realised:
91.2%

Specialty retailer of 
youth casual apparel

• Invested heavily in bolstering management team capability 
• Pushed for accelerated development of online and omni-channel offering of 

the business with investment in team, marketing and technology 
• Managed successful ASX IPO process in Nov-20

ASX IPO

Realised:
6.0x

Realised:
107.0%

Business process outsourcing 
focused on customer experience 
with 18,000 staff

• Undertook extensive market mapping and agreed with management high-
priority M&A targets 

• Took ownership of M&A execution and requisite funding with strategic input 
from management

• Leveraged Five V investor network to unlock opportunities
Sold to Private Equity

Realised:
3.8x

Realised:
74.7%

Investment research provider 
business specialising in managed 
funds research and portfolio 
consulting services

• Recruitment of executive team including CFO, COO
• Sourced and executed 3 M&A bolt-on transactions
• Early engagement with strategic buyers leading to attractive exit

Sold to Strategic Buyer

Realised:
2.1x

Realised:
45.7%



Important notice and disclaimer
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This communication was prepared by Five V Capital Pty Ltd (ABN 29 162 193 928 / AFSL# 463 130) as investment manager of Five V Fund III, Five V Fund IV, Five V 
ESVC Fund I and Five V ESVC Fund II and Five V Horizons Fund. 

It contains general information only and has been prepared without taking account of any person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. It is not intended as a 
securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to investment. Any persons relying on 
this information should obtain professional advice before doing so. 

Before making an investment decision, you should consider the relevant offer documents (including the Information Memorandum) which are available via email 
at fivevcapital@automicgroup.com and assess whether the product is appropriate to acquire and hold given your objectives, financial situation or needs. While Five V 
Capital Pty Ltd believes the information contained in this communication is reliable, no warranty is given as to its accuracy, reliability or completeness and persons 
relying on this information do so at their own risk. 

Subject to any liability which cannot be excluded under the relevant laws, Five V Capital Pty Ltd disclaims all liability to any person relying on the information 
contained in this communication in respect of any loss or damage (including consequential loss or damage), however caused, which may be suffered or arise directly 
or indirectly in respect of such information.

Any opinions and forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Five V Capital Pty Ltd and its representatives on the basis of information at the date of 
publication and may later change without notice. 

Any projections contained in these presentations are estimates only and may not be realised in the future.

Past performance is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of future performance.



Five V Capital Pty Ltd 
Level 3, 243 Liverpool Street, 
Darlinghurst, Australia 2010

Email: fivevcapital@automicgroup.com.au
Website: fivevcapital.com


